Former Collaborations

- Clinical Software Engineering, GE Medical Systems, Hungary [1]
- Computer Vision, Graphics and Pattern Recognition Group, University of Mannheim, Germany [2]
- Corporate Technology PS 9, Siemens AG, Munich, Germany
- Department of Computer Science, The Graduate Center, City University of New York, USA [3]
- Department of Mathematics and Informatics, University of Siena, Italy [4]
- Department of Nuclear Medicine, Charles University Prague, Czech Republic [5]
- Department of Informatics, University of Florence, Italy [6]
- KFKI, Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary [7]
- LIAFA, University of Paris, France [8]
- Medical Image Processing Group, Department of Radiology, University of Pennsylvania, USA [9]
- Physics Department, München University of Technology, Germany [10]
- The Image Sciences, Computer Sciences and Remote Sensing Laboratory (LSIIT), Louis Pasteur University, Strasbourg [12]
- School of Computing, National University of Singapore, Singapore [13]
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